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Abstract An integrated converter is a synthesized converter
based on the overall system integration, which is simplified by
the system objective and can implement the system functions
similar to the discrete converters. An integrated converter
consists of converter sets; each converter set has a special
function defined by the designer. A family of DClDC Boost
hssed integrated rectifiers with two active switches can be
derived by the integration concepl. In this paper, Boost + PushPull integrated converter is introduced and derived.
To regulate the output voltage and shape the input current, a
new simple digital control method is applied. In contrast to the
conventional analog control methods, the principal idea of this
new digital control algorithm is to use real-time analysis and
estimate the required on time of the switches based on the value
of the output voltage, input inductor cnrrent, and input voltage.
The high capacitor voltage stress caused by the compatibility of
the integration can be reduced by two methods. Pulse regulation
control method is used to control this converter. Simulation
results are presented.

functions of every converter set, but also has simplicity based
on the system integration. Care must be taken that each
converter set can be a sub-integrated cnnverter or a basic
converter

caw"

1. INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATED CONVERTERS
Integrated converter means synthesized converter based on
the system integration, which is simplified by the system
objective and can implement the system functions similar to
the discrete converter without integration. In Fig. 1 , the
simplified model for the integrated converter is given. The
detailed model for integrated converter is presented in Fig. 2.
This detailed model presents the difference between the basic
converter and the integrated converter. For integrated
converter, it consists of converter sets. Each converter set has
a specific function required by designer. The integrated
converter has at least two converter sets. In most applications
of power electronic converter, the general model in Fig. 3 for
integrated converters can he used.
From the above definition of the integrated converter, we
know that an integrated converter not only has all discrete
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paper, we take the Boost + Push-Pull converter as an example
to illustrate the characteristics and control method of this
kind of converters.

Fig. 6. Boost + Push-Full integrated converter.

Fig. 2. Detailed model for integrated

11. OPERATING
MODES
This Boost + Push-Pull converter working in DCM-CCM
operation is discussed first. There are four operational modes.
For mode 1 shown in Fig. 7a, Q, is on, D4 is on, Qz is off,and
D, is off. Input inductor stores energy and capacitor C1
transfers energy to the output. For mode I1 shown in Fig. 7b,
QI is off, D4is on, Q 2 is off, and D3is on. Inductor transfers
energy to the capacitor. For mode Ill shown in Fig. 7c, QI is
off, D4 is off, Q2 is on, and D, is on. Input inductor stores
energy and capacitor C1 transfers energy to the output. For
the forth mode in the Fig. 6, the circuit has the same working
states as the mode 11.
The formulations are derived for this operational mode.
For DCM Boost converter, current of the input inductor lL,
begins the switching period at zero, and increase during
model I with a constant slope, given by the applied input
voltage divided by the inductance. The peak inductor current
1 ~ l h - i ~ equal to the constant slope, multiplied by the length
(dlT) of the model 1:

convener^.

Fig. 3. General model for an integrated convener,

Likewise, for the descending current of the input inductor in
mode 2, one obtains:
Fig. 4. Boost+ interleave buck converter.

Then average current for input inductor is:

Assuming the power factor to he unity, the input power is:

For CCM push-pull converter, the circuit just looks like
isolated buck converter in CCM condition. So the output
power is:

Fig. 5. Boost + interleave forward converter.
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In the ideal situation, input power equal to the output power.
So we obtain:

J

1+ 1+-

~ ' R T

2Ljn
'in
2
From the above equation, we know that when R increases,
VClwill increase. Therefore, Boost + Push-Pull converter in
DCM-CCM mode is not suitable for wide load ranges.
'Cl

I
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Fig. 8. Mode IV (Q,:
off,Qz: on, OS:
off, D,: off).

I

Fig. l a . Mode I (Q,:
on, Q2: off, D,:on, Dr: off).

U
Fig. 7b. Mode 11 (Q,:
off, Qi off,D,: 0% D4:on).

Fig. 10. Mode VI

(e,: off,8:off. 0,:
o f f ,D,: off).

For DCM Push-Pull converter, the following constraint exists.

2L,,,< I - d , .

(7)

RT

The output power is:

Where M is the voltage ratio between output voltage and
input voltage for DCM Push-Pull converter.
4

M=-=v o

Fig. 7c. Mode 111 (Q):
off,QL on,4:
o h D4: off).

lC'

There are five operating modes for Boost + Push-pull
converter working in DCM-DCM. In the first half period,
circuit works in modes I (Fig. 7a), V (Fig. 9), and VI (Fig.
10). In the second half period, circuit works in modes 111 (Fig
7c), IV (Fig. S), and VI (Fig. IO).

n

[

l

+

J

w

)

From equation (4), ( S ) , and (9), we obtain:
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L

From equation (7) and (IO), we have:

1
Fig. 13. Mode 111 (Q,:
on, Qi:off, Dj: off, D,: om.

From equation (6), (10) and (1 I), we can h o w that boost +
push-pull converter in DCM-DCM situation has smaller
capacitor voltage than that in the DCM- CCM situation.
The second method to reduce the bulk capacitor voltage is
introduced below. In this method, inductor Lb is added in the
circuit. There are five operational modes for this topology.
Mode I is shown in the Fig. 9. In this mode, QI and Q2 are
both o n at the same time. The primary side of the transformer
is shorted for the reason of flux cancellation. The input
inductor L, is charged by the input voltage source. The
inductor Lb is also charged by the capacitor C I . In the first
half period, the circuit works in modes I, 11, 111, and IV. In
the second half period, the circuit works in modes I, V, VI,
and IV.
In this method, input inductor Li, works in DCM mode. L b
works in DCM as well. The duty on time for input inductor
L, is dlT. The duty on time for inductor Lbis d2T. T is the
switching period.

Fig. 14. Mode 1V (Q,:
off, Q?:off. D,: off, D,: off).

U
Fig. 15. Mode V (Q,:
off, Q,: 0% 0,:off, 0,: on).

Fig. 11. Mode I (Q,:
an, Qx

0%

Dj: off, 0 4 : off).

Em?

IN*

IN2

Dl

b

0,

Fig. 16. Mode VI (Q,:
off,Q>:
on.0,:
off, D4:o m .

In the second method, for DCM Boost converter, the
following constraint exists.
Fig. 12. Mode I1 (Q,:
on, Qi off, 4:0% 0,: om.
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2Lb 5 dz(I - d 2 ) 2
R'T
where R' is the equivalent resistor. The output power is:

where M' is the voltage ratio between the output voltage and
input voltage for DCM Boost converter.

From equations ( 4 ) .(13). and ( l 4 ) ,we obtain:

power pulses are generated sequentially until the desired
voltage level is reached. On the other hand, if the output
voltage is higher than the desired level, instead of generating
the high-power pulses, the controller chooses DL (DL<DH)to
he the duty ratio and hence, low-power pulses are generated
to descend the level of the output voltage. Fig. 17 depicts the
block diagram of the Pulse Regulation control technique. Due
to the longer on time of the switch during a high-power
pulse, compared to a low-power pulse, more power will be
delivered to the load. The switching frequency is constant
and DH is chosen in a way that the converter operates in
DCM but as close as possible to the critical conduction mode.
Critical conduction mode occurs when the input voltage is at
its maximum level. K, the ratio between duty cycle of the
switch in a high-power cycle DH and duty cycle of the switch
in a low-power cycle DL, is chosen by making a compromise
between the output voltage ripple and the power regulation
range from full load to low load.

As introduced above, in this control method, we have:

O<d2< d , < O S .
From equations (1 2), ( 15) and ( 16). we have:

(16)

.

I

T

From equations (6),(15) and (l7), the new Boost + Push-pull
converter in DCM-DCM mode has smaller capacitor voltage
than that in the DCM- CCM mode.

-

111. CONTROL METHODFOR BOOSTINECRATED

DL

Fig. 17. Block diegram of Pulse Replation control scheme.

CONVERTER
In the DCM-CCM mode, the voltage on the bulk capacitor
is dependent on the load. Variable frequency control was
employed to reduce the bulk capacitor voltage. However, this
way will increase the difficulty for inductor and transformer
design and circuit filter.
In the DCM-DCM mode, the front-end Boost converter has
the inherent PFC function. The voltage on the hulk capacitor
is independent on the load. We only need to use the voltage
control method to regulate the output voltage.
As it was shown, the introduced integrated power
converter enjoys features such as wide range of output
voltage regulation, small size, low implementation cost.
However, the dynamic of the converter is more complicated
than the conventional single stage power converters. It is not
almost a doable task to derive the small signal model of the
proposed topology. Hence, the new control method of Pulse
Regulation is proposed to achieve line and load regulation
[9]. This method is simple and does not require a detailed
model of the converter.
Pulse Regulation control algorithm achieves output voltage
regulation based on generating high and low power pulses. If
the output voltage is lower than the desired level, the
controller chooses DHto be the duty ratio and therefore, high-

Fig. IS depicts the current waveform of the input after Pulse
Regulation is being applied. At the beginning of each
switching cycle, output voltage is being sampled and based
on the difference of the output voltage with the desired
voltage level, Pulse Regulation controller decides whether a
high-power or a low-power cycle needs to be generated.
Since the input current ramps linearly with the on-time of the
switch, the amount of energy that is drawn from the input
power source in a high-power cycle is equal to

While the amount of energy that is drawn from the input
power source in a low-power cycle is equal to:

Therefore a low-power pulse transfers just l / p time as much
energy as a high-power pulse. Output voltage sampler and
the driver of the switch of the converter are synchronized,
therefore the switching frequency is constant and the output
voltage is being sampled only once during each switching
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Fig. 18. High and low-power pulse cycles.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Input voltage is I IOV AC, switching frequency is 25 !&z,
P=lOOW, n=5, V0=24V. The input voltage and current for
the DCM Boost converter is in shown in Fig. 19. CCM and
DCM current waveforms for push pull converter are drawn in
Figs. 20 and 21. Current waveform of Lb in the second
method is shown in Fig. 22. Both methods to reduce the
capacitor voltage are tested. The bulk capacitor voltage is
20% lower than that in CCM.

%
..

.-,

,-.,*

*.&

Fig. 22. Current waveform of Lb in the second method

V. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses Boost + Push-Pull integrated
converter. Formulation and operation mode for DCM-CCM
and DCM-DCM are given. One additional DCM-DCM
operation mode is explained. Pulse regulation control method
is used to control this converter. Simulation results are
presented.
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